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1 INTRODUCTION 
With advances in both computational hardware and computational algorithms, practical 
engineering problems Tor complex flow fields can now be analyzed in detail. Efforts have 
now been aimed towards development of these computational fluid dynamics algorithms as 
practical 'lesigii luois lu in ne rndynamic and multidisciplinary design optimization 
processes [l. 2. 1. l. fi]. Aerodynamic design optimization via sensitivity analysis has been an 
important area of research in recent years. Currently used methods in aerodynamics design and 
optimization are divided into gradient-based methods and non-gradient methods. A description 
of the different procedures used in the two approaches from a mathematical viewpoint is 
enumerated by Ta'asan [7], Gradient-based optimization is among the commonly used methods 
for aerodynamic design, although optimization through methods like genetic algorithms are 
also being investigated [8. 9. 10]. In the gradient-based methods, the gradients of the objective 
function (e.g.. the lift of an airfoil) and constraint functions (e.g.. the drag or moment coefficient 
of an airfoil) obtained with respect to the independent design variables (e.g.. parameters that 
define the shape of an airfoil) are used by an optimization code to update these design variables 
In order to minimize the objective function while being subject to the constraint functions. 
These gradients are commonly referred to as sensitivity derivatives. Unstructured grids are 
used instead of structured grids due to their inherent superior fle.xibility in modeling comple.x 
body configurations. 
The determination of the sensitivity derivatives in the gradient-based methods broadly in­
clude the black bo.\ methods, direct methods, and adjoint methods. The black bo.x methods, in 
general, are prohibitive in terms of computational time since the gradients are evaluated by fi­
nite differencing and. therefore, restricting its use in design to small number of design variables 
and simplified flow equations. The direct method is most applicable for desis;n problems in 
which the number of objective and constraint functions are greater than the number of ilesign 
variables. The adjoint methods are suited for aerodynamic design optimization for which the 
number of design variables is large compared to the number of objective or constraint func­
tions. The adjoint methods involve two different approaches: discrete and continuous adjoint 
methods. In the adjoint methods, the objective function is augmented with the flow equations 
through the implementation of Lagrange multipliers. The effort required to determine the 
sensitivities of these functions with respect to the design variables is roughly equivalent to 
a single flow solution. In the discrete adjoint method the augmented objective or constraint 
function is discretized before variations in the design process takes place. Frank and Shubin 
[11] have made comparisons of the two approaches for a one-dimensional duct-flow problem 
using the Euler equations. These methods, however, require the determination of analytically 
and computationally comple.x residual Jacobians due to the conserved flow variables vector 
and the entire mesh which defines the computational domain. 
On structured grids, shape optimization via direct and discrete adjoint approaches for first-
order accurate sensitivity formultions using Euler eciuations and van Leer's flu.K-vector-splitting 
(FVS) scheme can be found in References [12. 13. 14. 15. 16. 17]. Burgreen and Baysal [IS] 
have implemented second-order accurate discrete adjoint formulation on structured grids. .-Vlso. 
References [19. 14] have e.xtended this approach using the thin-layer .\avier-Stokes equations 
and Reference [20] has implemented a second-order accurate discrete adjoint formulation using 
these equations on structured grids. The continuous adjoint approach has been developed 
by .Jameson [21] and lollo. Kuruvila. and Ta'asan [22] for the Euler equations on structured 
grids, .lameson [21] developed optimization techniques based on a control theory approach and 
implemented it on structured grids. .A. comprehensive description of this approach by the author 
is included in Reference [1]. On unstructured grids, a second-order formulation of the discrete 
adjoint approach using Euler equations and van Leer's FVS scheme has been implemented by 
Reference [23] and using the direct method has been implemented in Reference [24]. Elliott and 
Peraire [25] have used the Euler equations with Roe's fiux-difference-splitting (FDS) scheme 
and second-order consistent discrete adjoint method on unstructured grids using a multistage 
Runge-Kutta scheme for the How .solutions. Anderson and Venkatkrishnan [26] have tised 
the continuotis adjoint approach using the Euler and .N'avier-Stokes equations. The authors 
found that the sensitivity deri%'atives obtained from their continuous formulation assumed no 
dependence on grid changes and the sensitivity ilerivatives. therefore, were grid dependent and 
that in the tliscrete approach, the sensitivity ilerivatives were consistent with those obtained 
from finite differences and were independent of the mesh size. 
The adjoint formulations require the transpose of the .lacobian of the residuals with respect 
to the flow variables obtained from the discretized How equations. They also require the 
•lacobian of the residual with respect to the entire mesh that defines the computational domain 
along with the grid sensitivity to design variable perturbations. The advantages of the discrete 
adjoint method is that there is a consistent treatment of the sensitivity equations and the 
flow equations. Approaches to determine these sensitivities and .Jacobians cost-effectively for 
higher order discretization of flow ecjuations for both discrete and continuous adjoint methods 
[27. 25. 26] are still of primary concern. In the present study, the aerodynamic sensitivity 
derivatives are derived by direct differentiation of the objective and constraint functions and 
these derivatives are augmented with the linearized residual from the discretized flow equations. 
The incremental strategy approach for sensitivity <letermination tleveloped on structured grids 
by Korivi, et. al. [20] is incorporated here on unstructured grids. This formulation follows 
a two step procedure, wherein, the residual at steady-state is first obtained and then the 
sensitivity derivatives are computed based on the How variables obtained from the steady state 
solution. This approach has been called the quasi-analytic method and falls in the category of 
the discrete adjoint method. 
In order to quickly evaluate the objective and constraints functions and. therefore, their 
derivatives, a robust flow solution algorithm is required. The flow algorithm needs to adapt 
to changes in design variables which, among others, may cause changes to body geometry and 
also the entire mesh. Implicit schemes have been shown to be numerically stable for a large 
range of Courant-Freidrichs-Lewy numbers which enables rapid convergence to steady-state 
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solutions. A fuliy-implicit. upwind, cell-vertex finite volume .scheme with limited piece-wise 
line«ar reconstruction and local time-stepping is used to solve the unsteady Euler equations. For 
inviscid numerical flu.x evaluations, the upwind flu.x-difFerence-splitting scheme of Roe [28] is 
chosen over flux-vector-splitting of van Leer [29] since the first is relatively easy to implement. 
.An e.xact linearization of Roe s Riemann solver and its implementation in a two-dimensional 
unstructured cell-%'ertex finite volume scheme with a piece-wise linear reconstruction is ob­
tained and documented. The flu.x .lacobian due to the entire grid is also obtained analytically 
by differentiation of Roe's flux with respect to the grid variables. Accurate and computa­
tionally efficient methods/algorithms to evaluate these .Jacobians on an edge-ba^ed loop are 
developed. Second and higher-order accuracy is obtained for both the .Jacobians by considering 
all the distance-two influences due to the reconstruction formulation and the implementation 
of \'enkatkrishnan"s limiter [30]. 
The design surface parameterization has been accomplished using Bezier-Bernstein poly­
nomials [23. 31], spline functions such as NURBS (.Xon-Tniform Rational B-Splines) [32]. and 
conformal mapping [21]. The unstructured grid motion and adaption to airfoil design surface 
perturbations has been achieved by considering the mesh to be a system of interconnected 
springs [33. 34. 25. 26. 23]. Grid sensitivity requires the partials of every grid point in the 
mesh with respect to each design variable that defines the airfoil surface, and therefore, has 
influence on the grid. The grid sensitivity has been obtained by differentiating the airfoil 
parameterization and the grid adaption algorithms with a precompiler software tool called 
.ADIFOR (.\utomatic-Differentiation Software Tool) and the sensitivity has been matched to 
finite-difference appro.ximations to seven digits [24. 23. 35]. In the present study, a practical 
algorithm [36] developed for generalized von .Mises/Karman-Trefftz airfoils via conformal map­
ping with finite trailing edge angles is used for the airfoil parameterization and an approach 
developed by Elliott and Peraire [25] for grid sensitivity is adopted. In this grid sensitivity 
approach, the authors .simply differentiate the relaxation scheme used in solving the system of 
equations that define the force equilibrium of interconnected springs that is used for unstruc­
tured grid motion and adaption. 
The Tocus of this paper is to analytically obtain the exact discrete sensitivity derivatives tor 
inviscid flows and to develop computationally cost-effective algorithms in order to efficiently 
use them in a design environment. Exact linearization of Roe s Riemann solver is implemented 
in solving the flow ecjuations and in obtaining the sensitivity derivatives. An exact lineariza­
tion of Roe's scheme due to the grid is also analytically obtained consistent with second-order 
accuracy. All distance-two terms are accounte<i for in obtaining the .lacobians of the residuals 
due to the conserved variable vector and the grid. Storage requirements for the above men­
tioned .lacobians and sensitivities can be extremely prohibitive in two-dimensional problems 
and almost impossible in three-dimensions if efficient methods and algorithms are not devel­
oped for determining and solving the linear systems which arise from the direct and adjoint 
methods. Algorithms that account for the sequence in which these .lacobians (matrices) and 
sensitivities (vectors) are determined, thereby avoiding large storage requirements tor matrices. 
The storage problems are circumvented by developing algorithms which perform matrix-vector 
operations during their construction. The linear systems resulting from the aerodynamic anal­
ysis and the sensitivity analysis are solved by using an incremental iterative strategy developed 
by Korivi [20. The resulting systems are solved using the preconditioned GMRES (Gen­
eralized -Minimal Residual) procedure developed by Saad and Schultz [38] and implemented 
in a software package called SPARSEKIT2 [-39]. For the optimization process, a constrained 
nonlinear programming package called .\PSOL [40] is used. It uses a sequential quadratic pro­
gramming algorithm, in which each search direction is the solution of a quadratic programming 
subproblem. 
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2 AERODYNAMIC DESIGN OPTIMIZATION PROBLEM 
STATEMENT 
The optimization method used here constitutes a nonlinear programming problem. The 
minimization problem statement is as follows: 
minimize Hq) 
subject to 1 < r(q) < u. r(q) = 
q  
[A]q 
G(q) 
( 2 . 1 1  
Here F is the objective function. G is the nonlinear constraint vector of length m\. q is the 
design variables vector of length n. [A] is the linear constraint matri.x ot size < n. and I 
and u are the lower and upper bounds on all design variables and coustraint.s. The gradient ot 
the objective function and the gradient of each constraint function Ci j. (j = L. in\) is denoted 
The gradient of the objective and the constraint functions are referred to as the sensitivity 
derivatives. For a general case of an aerodynamic problem, the functional dependency ot each 
sensitivitv can be defined as follows: 
F= F[U(q).X(q).q]. and G, = 6'^ [U(q). X(q).q] (2.3) 
Here U is the set of the conserved variables vector in the aerodynamic analysis for the entire 
solution domain and X is the entire mesh defining the domain. Therefore, for a given design 
variable c/t. each component of Eqs. (2.2) can be rewritten as: 
dqi, 1 J 1 Oqk J l ^ X J  I dqk / Oqk 
1 J 
^  ^  ,2.5, (Iqi ,  I J 1 Oqk J 1 ()X f I Oqk) Oqk 
•> I  y I*' 
1 J 
For the ra^se where the objective and the nonlinear constraint functions are either the lift-
coefficient. C'i. drag-coefficient. C'D- etc.. the terms I and 2 can be directly obtained from 
their function ilefinition. The procedure for determining the conserved variable sensitivity 
term. and the grid sensitivity term. are formulated and presented in the following 
chapters. 
3 AERODYNAMIC ANALYSIS 
Governing Equations 
The two-dimensional time-<lependent Euler equations in integral form ran be written as 
— / U dQ + F • h ds = 0 
dt Jci  / •n 
Here the conserved variables vector. U. and the flux. F. are given bv 
U = 
where 
f = 
P 
pu 
pv 
pE 
pu 
pu- + p 
puv 
[ p E  +  p ) u  
and F = fi" + gj 
pc 
puv 
pv- + p 
ipE -t  p}v 
The pressure, p. is given by the equation of state for a perfect gas as 
P =  h  -  ^} P  E -
/••3.11 
(3.2) 
(3.4) 
In the above equations, the density, p. is non-dimensionalized by the velocity. V = 
by |V:c|- and both the pressure and energy per unit volume. E. by p^iV^ • V^). With 
this non-dimensionalization. the form of the Euler equations is retained. This makes non-
dimensionalized variables of the same order of magnitude and therefore, during numerical 
computations, loss of accuracy due to numerical round-off error is minimized. 
0 
Spatial Discretization of the Governing Equations 
Hammond and Barth [41] have shown that the the number of flux computations performed 
in cell-vertex and cell-centered schemes are equal. For an unstructured mesh the number 
of triangular control volumes is approximately twice that of the control volumes defined by 
median duals. A cell-vertex is. therefore, chosen over the cell-centered due to the reduction 
in computations. They have also argued that since the number of sides of the median-<lual 
cells are more than the triangular cells, the numerical approximations are more isotropic with 
respect to wave orientation. The cell-vertex finite volume spatial discretization using median 
duals adopted here is shown in Figure ;}.l. .Median duals are constructed by connecting the 
midpoint of each edge in a cell to its centroid. This definition of median dual guarantees non-
overlapping control volumes and the control volumes at the boundaries are easily resolved. 
The method then requires the storage of the conserved variables vector at the vertices of the 
triangular elements making each vertex a center of the median dual control volume around 
which the boundary integral in Eq. (3.i) closes. The governing equation can be rewritten as 
Tojc 
k 
®o,k 
Figure 3.1 Typical cell-vertex median dual control volume 
10 
( ' t  J'Cl. ,  
with U interpreted as a cell average and .1 the area of the median-dual control volume f?.,. 
The right hand side of Eq. (3.o) is evaluated by summing up the normal fluxes across the 
segments of the control volume. The flux integral ran then be rewritten aa 
where k- is an element in the set. {-Vj}. of all the vertices in the immediate vicinity of the 
central vertex o. The flux-difference-splitting (FDS) upwind scheme of Roe i'JSj is chosen over 
flux-vector-splitting (F\'S) of van Leer [29] since the first is less dissipative and relatively easy 
to code. Roe's upwind numerical flux H. involves the accumulation of the convective fluxes 
across the median-'lual control volume segments and is represented by; 
where Ul  and Ur  are the left and right states of the conserved variables at a segment face, n is 
the outward normal vector to the segment scaled by segment length (Fig. 3.1). U is the vector 
of the Roe-averaged primitive variables [28]. and A is the Roe-averaged flux .lacobian matrix 
defined explicitly in [42]. In order to determine these states for the numerical flux evaluation, a 
reconstruction of the conserved variable vector is needed at the control volume segment faces. 
The procedure adopted for the reconstruction is developed in the following section. 
Linear Reconstruction and Limiters 
To enable discontinuities to be captured without oscillations, limiters are used at the recon­
struction stage. limited piece-wise linear reconstruction [43] of the cell-averaged ronserved 
variables is given by 
The gradient.VUy. a constant in a control volume.fio- is approximated by the Green-Gauss 
formulation [43] as 
< : { . ( ) )  
H = -  [F(Ufl. n) + F(U/:. n)] - -j A( U)i [U r  -
Ufj-.y) = U„ -r 
(3.9) 
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where n.,.;,- is the scaled outward normal to the segment joining the centroids of the cells to the 
top and bottom of the fnise joining the %ertices o and k as shown in Fig. ;{.I. The limiter.# . 
is obtained by enforcing a monotonicity principle on the unlimited U/. or Uh  at rhe faces ot 
a control volume. This principle requires that the values hence rompute<l must be bounded 
by the maximum and minimum of its neighbors. The base iimiter developed by Barth 43: is 
defined by the following 
rn in 1.  
in in I .  
1. 
if > 0 
if A, < 1) 
if A. = 0 
where 
A, = VU, • = Ui - U . 
A,....,, = U'"" - U... U':'" = f77«xtiU,.Ui,, 
Ai.,.„:, = - U,-. 
Here. a.s before, the index A.- •= {.V^}. This Iimiter reduces the normal and tangential compo­
nents of the gradient and results in a dissipative process _44j. \'enkatkrishnan"s iimiter 30] 
enhances the convergence properties of the above base scheme but the strict monotone be­
havior is violated and permits small overshoots and undershoots in the discrete solution. The 
Iimiter is expressed as: 
— i f A 2 > 0  
if A, < 0 
= 
-^2 2AS-rAl 
1 
>3.111 
-^2 Aj m.n 
The parameter, t is a small number introduced to avoid division by zero in the above conditions. 
.\Iso at a vertex k. ij. is taken to be {h 'Akl^ and A;t is taken to be the <iiameter of the largest 
circle that can be inscribed in the control volume with k as its central vertex. The value of A 
has an influence on the convergence characteristics in both subsonic and supersonic regimes. 
Because of its enhanced convergence properties, the latter Iimiter is used in all the aerodynamic 
and sensitivity analyses. comparison of the above two limiters along with directional limiting 
and the implementation of least-scjuare reconstruction is included in [44]. 
.\lthough higher order reconstruction and flu.x quadrature have been developed by Barth 
and Frederickson [45]. it has not been implemented in this research. Once the state of the flow 
12 
on either side of the control volume segment associateti with an erige is known, a mid-point 
quadrature is implemented to evaluate the Roe s numerical flux and is appropriately scattered 
and accumulated as a residual. 
Temporal Discretization of the Governing Equations 
The spatial discretization of the governing integral equation written in the residual form 
transforms the governing equations from a system of partial differential equations into a set of 
coupled ordinary differential equations and is given by: 
= .3.12) 
Of 
Runge-Kutta explicit time integration schemes developed by .lameson 4fj] can be used ro 
integrate the above equation with second-order accuracy in time. The time-step in the this 
scheme is restricted by the maximum permissible Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy iCFL) number 
[47] of 2v'2. The maximum permissible CFL number for the upwind four-stage Runge-Kutta 
scheme is found to e.xceed v2 using local time stepping and residual smoothing 4S]. As 
a consequence of the tirne-step restriction, the convergence to steady-state solutions require 
large number of iterations. Implicit schemes, however, have been shown to be numerically 
stable for large range of CFL numbers, thereby enabling convergence to steady-state rapidly. 
.\n implicit scheme can be obtained by evaluating the residual R in Eq. '3.12) at time level 
n -I- 1. Rewriting Eq. (3.12) in delta form as 
.1— = -R"^' (3.13) 
At 
where AU = U""^' — U". and linearizing about time level n. the above equation can be 
rewritten as 
.4—= - [R''-  ^ Aul !3.14) ' ' - U d\j  At 
The above equation can be written in an iterative form aii follows: 
r .4 _ ^R(U") 
TTil] • At'-  '  dv {AU}" = - {R(U")} (3.15) 
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where 
{U}"^' = {U}" - {AU}" (3.1f)) 
This iterative method reduces to the standard Newton's method as A/ —> :x:. and involves 
the Jacobian matrices of rhe flux vector. For a two-dimensional unstructured problem, the lett 
hand side matrix in Eq. (3.15) is a block 4.V4 sparse matrix of dimension n. the number 
of vertices in the domain. .Vlthough the matrix is not symmetric, there are aspects o{ its 
construction which are symmetric because every vertex is to its neighbor what its neighbor is 
to it. \'arious methods have been used to solve this linear system. Among these methods are 
the Gauss-Seidel relaxation technique used by 149. ••)0. ol. I'i. 53l. and GMRES with various 
matrix preconditioning used by [53. 54. 55. 56. 57. 5S, 34], Slack. Whitaker. and Walters 
[53] have shown comparisons of different algorithms for explicit and implicit time integration 
schemes for the two-dimensional Euler equations. \'enkatkrishnan and .Mavriplis .56] have 
shown that GMRES with ILL' (incomplete lower upper) preconditioning was superior to other 
implicit schemes over a range of problem sizes and flow conditions and was competitive in 
terms of CPU time with multigrid methods [59. 60]. Parallel implementation for the solution 
of this linear system has also been accomplished by [27. 5'^1. An e.xcellent enumeration on 
unstructured grid flow solvers is listed by \'enkatkrishnan in [61]- Hence, a software package. 
SPARSEKIT2. developed by Saad [39] is used in this research for the aerodynamic analysis. 
GMRES/ILL has been used to solve the linear system given by Eq.(3.15). 
On an edge based loop structure, the assembly of the sparse .Jacobian matri.x (stored in a 
large vector) is easily implement. It is important to view this assembly form an edge based 
structure, where for a given edge, the vertices are o and k. Once the .Jacobian is constructed, 
the contributions to the sparse matrix have entries to the row and column and to the 
k'^ row and column. .-Vlthough an edge based loop is used for the accumulation of the flux 
residuals and the .Jacobians. the above equation can be written in an e.xplicit row-wise form to 
better explicate the process in obtaining the linear system of equations. Implementing local 
14 
time stepping in Eq. (3.15). the equation for a given node o is given by; 
r-i  ^  ^
(3.17) 
Here D is the 4.V4 matrix which lies on the diagonal of the system given by Eq. (3.15). and 
OD are the ofF-diagonal terms with there locations depending on the connectivity represented 
here by the index j. It should be noted that for a Newton method, the index, j. spans all the 
distance-tuo vertices due to the reconstruction. 
Due to the difficulty in linearizing Roe's approximate Riemann solver, an approximate 
linearization [62. 51] or a finite difference approximation [54] of the residual R""*"' has been 
used. .Although exact linearization has been implement by Barth 127] for a Newton solver, 
the method was found to approach .Newton's method only for the last few iterations of the 
scheme. The linear system given by Eq. (3.15) used in the aerodynamic solutions are obtained 
using exact linearization of Roe's numerical flux. To avoid prohibitive storage requirements, 
a minimum storage methodology can be adopted. Once the distance-one neighbors of all 
the vertices are obtained from some minimum sorting, the non-zero .Jacobians can be 
constructed on an edge based loop and stored. In order to reduce computation time, only 
distance-one neighbors are included in the steady-state solution process. This [nethod seems 
appropriate since all the physics of the problem is included on the right hand side of the linear 
system and an iterative solver is used for the solution update for the system of equations. 
.\ppendi.x documents the methodology developed in obtaining the exact linearization and 
the following chapters document the methodology developed in its implementation in the 
sensitivity analysis. 
Local Time Stepping 
When time accurate solutions are not required, to enhance convergence to steady state, 
local time stepping can be incorporated. If A^ax 's the ma.ximum speed of propagation of a 
one-dimensional problem, the time-step is limited by [47]: 
^maT 
A V 
CFL-—^ (I « 1 +^') max 
(3.18) 
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In local time stepping, the time-steps differ from vertex to vertex and are a function of the 
local propagation speeds and correspond to the local CFL condition. The time-step calculation 
based on the stability considerations for each node can be formulated for a two-<limensional 
problem and is given by [-50]: 
Referring to Fig. .{.1. the ([uantities Vl ..^ t7,, are the velocity vector and the iocal speed 
of sound, respectively, at the control %olume segment face. 
Boundary Conditions 
In the present analysis, the numerical flux through a given boundary is obtained from the 
same numerical flux function as that used in the interior, i.e.. the Roe's numerical flux. The 
left state required for the numerical flux at the boundary is obtained from the reconstruction 
denoted by U/ at a given point on the boundary. The right state for the wall boundary denoted 
by Us is obtained by enforcing constant density, tangency. and constant total enthalpy, fhis 
results in Us to be a nonlinear function of U/ and the procedure is included in Appendix B. 
Lifting solutions of the Euler equations generate a vortex about the airfoil which extend to 
infinity. In order to circumvent the problem of computing on grids which extend large chord 
lengths from the airfoil to generate solutions to these equations, a procedure developed by 
Thomas and .Salas [63] is incorporated in this research. They appro.ximated the lar-field by 
introducing a perturbation field to the uniform flow and expressed it as an asymptotic series in 
a perturbation parameter with this far-field perturbation while satisfying the small disturbance 
potential equation. In the reference, accurate computations were made on grids that e.xtended 
less than five chords from the airfoil. To obtain the right state denoted by Ufr- ^ correction 
on the velocity components of the reconstructed U/ at the farfield boundaries is made with 
the perturbation velocities due to the vortex generated about the airfoil, .\ssuming constant 
total enthalpy and entropy the appropriate far-field pressure and density are also enforced. 
This procedure is briefly included in .\ppendix B. 
At,  = CFL 
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Solution from Implicit Solver 
Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show tlie cornparision of results with Reference [64] for a .\'AC'A()0I2 
airfoil operating at M — O.S and n = 1.25°. .-Vn airfoil with 0.'^ vertices on the airfoil and a total 
of 2020 vertices . 5930 edges, and 3910 cells in the mesh was used for the cornparision. The 
farfield boundary was placed 6 chord lenghts from the airfoil. The solution was obtained using 
a n  i m p l i c i t  s o l v e r  w i t h  C ^ i M R E - S / l L l "  a l g o r i t h m  a n d  l o c a l  t i m e  s t e p p i n g  w i t h  C F L  —  
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Figure .3.2 Convergence characteristics for .\.-VCA0012 airfoil at M - 0.8 
and a = 1.25° 
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Figure 3.3 Partial view of mesh and pressure contours for N.A.C.\00r2 air­
foil at .V/ = 0.8 and a = 1.25° 
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4 SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 
Aerodynamic Sensitivity Analysis 
At steady state, the discretization of the governing equations over the entire domain, in­
cluding the boundaries can be expressed in general as; 
R[U(q).X(qj.a.q] = 0 !4.l) 
Since far-field lift-corrected boundary corrections are used in the aerodynamic analysis, an 
explicit dependency of C 'l in Eq. (4.1) is incorporated. It should be noted that C'i is dependent 
on the conserved variables vector, the grid, and can also be dependent on the design variables 
explicitly. 
The direct and the discrete adjoint methods for aerodynamic sensitivity derivatives are 
described below. 
1. Direct Method: This method involves the direct differentiation of Eq. (4.1) to obtain: 
= [i^l = 0 u - > )  
dqk L^U\ [ d q k !  L^X J I d q k  / I (JC'l / dqk I Oqk / 
The above system of equations is solved for ^ by putting it in delta form and then 
using the incremental strategy. Therefore, 
[A 
where 
• raRi f ^ l  O R  
[o\ j \  I d q k .  O X .  
I d X \  f  O R  \  d C ' L  ,  [  1  
dqk i ^ I OC'l J 0 
+ 
1 dqk J I dqk J ^ I dqk J 
\ d k j ' { L I  d q k  { O q k ) .  (4.3) 
(4.4) 
In this method, each solution for fof a particular qk can be used for an unlimited 
number of objective or constraint functions. In the present study the number of design 
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variables are greater than the number of these functions, and therefore, this methoti is 
not be implemented in the sensitivity analysis. 
. Discrete Adjoint Variable method: This method introduces the Lagrange multiplier. {A}, 
and defines Eq. (4.2) as the co-state equation. Defining (T' = F orG'j. then any sensitivity 
derivative becomes: 
<ic_ _ r^ ^ui  ^
<l(lk U u j  U / q J  U x f  U / q J  Oqk 
{A}' 
r 
l - l  I f lqk / 
{i} {A} 
+ {A} 
OX 
r 
c)U 
f ^R I dC'L , f 
ox. I (Iqk J ^ I OC'c J dqk I Oqk i . 
rr/x\ ,^.7-f I'/O, , 
1-1 (4.5) 
It is not necessary to evaluate {ij~} by choosing {A} such that the coefficient of 
is null. Putting it's coefficient in delta form and using the incremental strategy to solve 
for {A}, the following is obtained: 
[ A ]  { A A I ^ ^ - OR 
r 
OV 
where. 
{A}"+^ = {A}" -{-{AA}" 
( t.fi) 
(4.7) 
It should be noted that in this method each solution of {A}, for a particular function C. 
can be used for an unlimited number of different design variables, r/t. Here [Aj includes 
only the first order terms of the .lacobian as justified in Reference [20]. In the 
present study the residual vector. R. is not directly dependent on the design variables 
and. therefore, the partial is considered to be null. Therefore, the final form of the 
sensitivity derivative for a given function C. which replaces Eqs. (2.4) and (2.5). then 
becomes: 
dqk 
fc^R 
ox 
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The discrete adjoint method is used in the present study. The design variables are the 
parameters that can be defined as geometry dependent (i.e.. parameters that define airfoil 
geometry) and non-geometry dependent (i.e.. parameters like angle of attack. Mach number, 
etc.). Therefore, for the case where qk is not geometry dependent, the vector in E<t-
(4.S) is zero since the grid is assumed to be independent of the non-geometry dependent flesign 
variables. .\lso the last term. is non-zero only if any function C is directly dependent of 
the design variable, r/t.. It should be noted that since lift corrected far-field corrections are used. 
Eq. (4.S) can be solved only if is known first. This implies that for any other objective 
or constraint function to be determined. 7^ has to be obtained first. Therefore, for the case 
when f/i- is geometry dependent, the following equation is solved first by substituting (' = C\ 
and rewriting Eq. (4.8) as : 
dC, I {g} 
Once is obtained from the above equation, it is substituted into Eq. (4.8). to obtain other 
sensitivity derivatives. For the case when r/t is not geometry dependent, since the coefficient 
^ vector. is obtained from the following equation: 
dq, cJq, 
Fully higher order sensitivity derivatives are obtained analytically for these methods. Explicitly 
detailed and documented analysis has been performed in order to obtain the flux Jacobian due 
to the conserved variables vector, . and the grid, required in the computations of 
the two methods. These .Jacobians do not include the terms associated with the lift corrected 
far-field boundary condition. The far-field corrected terms are included in the term 
the methodology used to obtain it is included in .Appendi.x B. The vector. is defined as 
the grid sensitivity and is obtained during grid adaption due to airfoil surface perturbation by 
considering the mesh to be a system of interconnected springs. 
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Sequence of Computations and Storage Considerations for the Aerodynamic 
Sensitivities 
The problem examined in the present research requires the sensitivity derivati%es ot lift 
coefRcient. drag coefficient, moment coefficient at quarter chord, and the thickness ratio. The 
sequence in computations of the linear systems for the aerodynamic sensitivity derivatives 
given a set of design variables is enumerated below. 
1. For any given sensitivity derivative, needs to be determined first. Solve Kq. i4.()) 
by substituting C = C'L for the solution of {A} denoted by {Ar^}. 
2. For all being geometry dependent design variables, solve Eq. (4.9) for using 
{Ar,}. 
F"or f/fc that are not geometry dependent, solve Eq. (4.10) for using {ArY}-
4. Once is known for all r/t, the following steps can followed to determine the remaining 
sensitivity derivatives. 
(a) Solve Eq. (4.6) for {Ac*} given a particular function C ^ C'l^. 
(b) Solve Eq. (4.S) for all the geometry dependent design variables to <letermine the 
sensitivity derivatives of the particular function. 
(c) Solve the following equation for r/;. not a geometry dependent design variable : 
(d) Repeat steps (a) through (c) for any remaining functions. 
Determination of Residual Jacobians j and . 'R 
•'X. 
Resorting to convenient notations, the residual in Eq. (3.6) now defined by R, in a control 
volume Q.0, is the summation of the numerical flux H^. across the segments to the top and 
bottom (two segments per edge for median duals) of an edge with vertices o and k (Fig. 3.1). 
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The Jacobians [i^] and j can then be obtained by chain rule differentiation and can be 
written for any vertex o and surrounding vertices A.- G {-^o} ^ follows 
^Ro OKo 
OXj 
The numerical flux is functionally dependent on the left and right states of the conserved 
variables vector at every segment face of the control volume, and the scaled area normal. 
Therefore. 
HI = Ht.(UR„,.Ut^,.n.,.,.) !4.i;i) 
L'pon chain rule differentiation of the above equation, the flux Jacobians with respect to the 
conserved variables vector and the grid can be written as follows: 
_ OKI QUI OVr.,, 
0\J. OV, d\jR, (4.14) 
om ^ qui OUr.,, OKI 
OXj OXJ OVR,,^ OXj On.,_k OXj 
The factors 1 and 3 in Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15) are obtained from the exact linearization of 
Roe's numerical flux and the methodology developed is included in [6o. 06] and re-iterated 
e.xplicitly in .\ppendi.x A. The factor •') is also developed based on the numerical flux and is 
also included in Appendix A. It should be noted that higher order appro.ximation to I 
and 'R 
.'X is achieved by including the partials of all the terms involved in the reconstruction. 
.Since the Green-Gauss formulation is used for the linear reconstruction, factors 2 and 4 are 
accordingly developed in the Appendi.x B. The partials (index j) are .therefore, valid for the 
set of all the distance-one and distance-two neighbors surrounding and including the central 
vertex o. i.e. j € {oU {.V^} U | k G ^ shown in Figure l.l. Factor 6 depends on 
the scaled area normal, and is straight forward to evaluate. It is included in Appendix B for 
completeness. It should be noted that the above equations apply for both the top and bottom 
control volume segments associated with an edge with vertices o and k as shown in Figure 
3.1. Once the flu.x .Jacobians are computed, it's accumulation can be accomplished on a single 
sweep of an edge based loop. However, these .Jacobians are not stored, but their product with 
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Figure 4.1 Distance-one and distance-two definitions for vertex connectiv­
ity 
the appropriate Lagrange multiplier vector in the sensitivity analysis ! Eq. is stored. 
Therefore, the construction of the .Jacobians and the iterative solution in the adjoint method 
is simultaneously accomplished. 
The e.xact linearization of the residual vector at any vertex, o. with respect to the conserved 
rariables vector is validated by checking if the left hand side and the right hand side of the 
following linearization agree: 
AR. = ^AU, .4.16) 
0\j J 
Here, the perturbed conserved \'ariables vector denoted by is obtained from the following 
equation: 
=  ( 1 a n d .  A U ,  =  . - 1 . 1 7 )  
The perturbation on the conserved %-ariables vector was performed on an airfoil solution with 
an upper surface shock. Figures 4.2 show perturbation to a vertex j chosen in the interior 
of a mesh and at the airfoil surface wall boundary. The perturbations were performed by 
multiplying all components of the U" with a constant factor at the same time. It -should 
be noted that the right hand side of Eq. (4.16) is linear with respect to 6. whereas the left 
hand side is non-linear. Comparisons for a ma.ximum of lO'/(. perturbation are shown in the 
figures where the curves lie in an almost linear region for this small perturbation. Since the 
flux evaluations at the boundaries and the linearization which depend on these evaluations are 
approximate, the figures show that the error grows as the perturbation is increased, although 
the trends are similar. 
Similarly, the linearization of the residual vector at any vertex, o. with respect to vertex 
position vector is validated by checking if the left hand side and the right hand side of the 
following linearization agree: 
AR, = ^AXj (4.18) 
Here, the perturbed vertex position vector denoted by x;+' is obtained from the following 
equation: 
x ; + '  =  ( 1 a n d .  A X ,  =  d X ;  ( 4 . 1 9 )  
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The vertex position vector perturbation was performed on an airfoil solution with an iipper 
surface shock. Table 4.1 shows comparisons of the left and right hand sides of the above 
equation for perturbations to vertices chosen in the interior of the rnesh. The perturbation 
is defined by a translation to the position vector of a vertex, j. The translation was taken 
to be of the maximum diameter of a circle that can be inscribed in a volume <ietined 
by the distance-one neighbors of vertex j. The perturbations were, therefore, performed by 
multiplying both components the X^' vector with a constant factor at the same time. In order 
to show the magnitude of the numbers involved, this linearization validation is made in tabular 
form. 
Table 4.1 \'alidation of residual .Jacobian. 
Central node 
flUo 
perturbation Distance-one perturbation 1 Distance-two perturbation ! 
flKo ! dR., \ 1 
(1) 0.2.57.5 D-Oo 0.-2.571D-0O -0.2760D-05 -0.2749D-0O 1 0.7ol2D-07 0.734oD-07 ; 
(2) -0.23.35D-05 -0.239.'^D-0o -0.2297D-05 -0.2277D-05 ! 0.116ID-06 j 0.II38D-06 
(3) 0.-23.51D-06 0.2289D-06 O.LOoOD-Oo 0.1934D-0.5 0.79.5lD-07 1 0.77S7D-07 ; 
(4) 0.10.50D-04 0.1047D-04 -0.12.56 D-04 -0.12.500-04 0.35.<'^D-06 i 0.3509D-06 1 
Grid Sensitivity Analysis 
Airfoil Surface Determination 
The airfoil surface is obtained by determining a unique transformation function. that 
will conformally map a circle in the t,'— plane to an airfoil in the c —plane as shown in Figure 
4.3. Such a transformation is obtained by considering a Laurent series [67] given by 
ci- , A. 
-(0=s-5;;^- and- = ^ + 
1=1 ^ ^ 1=1 ^ 
(4.-20) 
Here the comple.x coefficients. C,. are determined by the points where the derivate. becomes 
zero. These points are defined by I\ singularities denoted by Ck which then become 
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Figure 4.3 Conformal mapping from a circle to airtoil 
solutions of the equation 
4 
« 
s . . s . 
(4.21) 
A finite trailing edge in the c —plane can be obtained by adding a singularity on the circular 
curve in the c,' —plane and the above equation can be rewritten as [68]: 
d: Ti 
C . s . s . 
(4.22) 
where sV is the singularity on the circular curve corresponding to the trailing edge, n = I — 
and r is the specified trailing edge angle. Eq. (4.22) can be expanded by binomial expansion 
for large values of jc,'] and then integrated. In notation form the equations then become: 
dz D, ^ . D. , . r. , • ^ D: 
+ ^ + and. .- = s + D,ln^ -X; — 
1=1 ^ .=1 ^ 
i4.2;3) 
where D, are the coefficients obtained from the binomial expansion and are included in Ap­
pendix C. For the above equation to satisfy the Laurent series expression given in Eq. (4.20), 
Di = C\ and the second term in the series must satisfy the condition: 
K K -1 
Do = Y^ C. - «Cr = 0. or. (K = <T - (4.24) 
1=1 1=1 
Therefore. (A' — I) singularities are needed so that the /v''" singularity hence calculated yields 
Do to be zero, thereby, satisfving the Laurent series. The methodology for obtaining an airfoil 
2S 
given (A - U singularities is devpioped in [.36] and briefly included in Appendix C. It should be 
noted that although i,', is complex, it's real and imaginary parts can be separately treated as 
the design variables. Also, since r((,") is complex, it's real and imaginary parts can be treated 
as the X and // locations of the airfoil in the physical plane. Therefore. ;((,") in the complex 
plane is treated as Z in the Eq. (4.29). 
Grid Adaption 
In order to perform aerodynamic solutions over moving geometries, a body conforming 
mesh has to be regenerated entirely or the mesh has to be able to <ieform from an existing 
grid . In order to maintain a one-to-one correspondence between the initial and the perturbed 
mesh the number of vertices and the edge-connectivity have to remain a constant. In this pro­
cedure adopted, only spatial translations of vertices are allowed due to geometry perturbations 
and. therefore, the grid sensitivity can be explicitly defined and easily incorporated into the 
sensitivity analysis. Unstructured grid adaption to airfoil geometry perturbations is achieved 
by considering the mesh to be a system of interconnected springs [33. 34]. Grid motion is 
accomplished using .lacobi-iteration based on the force equilibrium of springs: 
53 ^ok(So - '^k) = 0. = AX 
-te.Vo 
Here, K is the spring stiffness coefficient and is evaluated by considering it to be the inverse ot 
the edge length. The parameters d'o and d'k are the displacements from an initial position of 
the nodes o and k, respectively. The relaxation scheme to solve the above system is given by 
^n+l _ ^•€-V, 
i-6.Vo 
and -n+I Y" = X" + d Cn+I (4.25) 
Elliot and Peraire [25] developed a novel approach to determine the grid sensitivity vector. By 
direct differentiation of the relaxation scheme, the grid sensitivity can be simply expressed as: 
Oqk 
(dx) _ r_^ i  
I (Iqk J I dqk f 
• • OS"''-'' 'dS'' 
06'^ '-^  06'''-^  
— > (4.26) 
where .V is the number of .lacobi iterations performed. On an edge based loop the .Jacobians 
in Eq. (4.26) can be obtained from direct differentiation of Eq. (4.25) at a .Jacobi iterate. /. 
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as follows: 
0S\ 
OS X'-l ke\., 
[1] j€{-Vo} 
(4.27) 
[0] .t/.se 
The last term |"7~} m Eq. (4.26) is determined from the airfoil surface design variable 
perturbation using finite-<iifferencing. In the present study, the airfoil surface is determined 
by using the general von-Mises/Karman-Trefftz approach developed in [.36]. If Z(q) is the set 
of points defining the airfoil surface, then for a given design variable,*/;-, (upon Taylor series 
expansion about an initial state, q""): 
f OS'' 
^ -
i 
= -h A^/,) - Z(q-Tj 
Oqk 
0 
Oqk 
^Z(q 
^Z(q-^) , , O'Z(ci^) ^qi , i>^Z(q-) Ml 
Mk H rr- + — 
<)(lk 
- + 2A^fc 
Oqr Oq} 
y-Zfq" 
. , v  .^'ZCq" 1-1.28) 
Oqk """ Oqi 
L'pon second-order finite difference representation of each term in the above equation, the final 
form of the above partial becomes; 
[ ^ 5Z(q".r/^ + -t- :{Z(q".f/;^. - Mk) ~ '^Zfq-^) ^ ^ 
To validate the numerical computation of Eq. (4.29), the left hand side and the right hand 
side of the following linearization have to agree: 
.  ^ (>Z V V AZ = —Mk = ^Mk 
Oqf^ Oqk 
(4.30) 
where. 
AZ = Z(q^(/^-f A(/;.) -Z(q^) (4.31) 
Here, \qk was obtained from one percent perturbation of the magnitude of design variable q^. 
Figure 4.4 shows that the comparisons of the two components of left hand side (LHSR^ and 
LHSim) to the right hand side {RHSpte and RHSim) of Eq. (4.30) agree very well. 
In order to validate the grid sensitivity vector given by Eq. (4.26), the left and the right 
hand side of the following equation have to agree: 
AX = (4.32) 
oqk 
;}0 
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Figure -{.{ \ aiidation of airfoil surface sensitivity 
Since the perturbation of any geometric design variable lias a global effect on the airfoil and. 
therefore, the entire mesh, it is appropriate to examine the difference between the left and the 
right hand side of the above equation in the entire domain. Figure shows that the compar­
isons agree to almost five significant digits in both the components of AX close to the airfoil 
and to almost seven digits away from the airfoil. Allowing for relatively large perturbations 
of the design rariables in design process, the grid adaption to airfoil surface perturbations does 
not guarantee that the grid lines will not cross. This problem was circumvented by decompos­
ing the airfoil surface motion into four small steps and repeating the relaxation procedure at 
every step to the target airfoil and grid. Figure 4.6 shows a three step validation of this proce­
dure. In the figure. Step I shows an initial airfoil and mesh before perturbation. Step 2 shows 
a relatively large change in the geometric design variables that define the airfoil geometry and 
therefore the grid adaption to that geometry. In Step 3. the airfoil is perturbed again from 
Step 2 to almost its original profile. It is evident from Steps 2 and 3 that the above procedure 
;ji 
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Figure 4.5 Validation of grid sensitivity vector 
is robust and can accommodate relatively large changes in airfoil geometry. 
Sequence of Computations and Storage Considerations for the Grid Sensitivity 
The problem e.xamined in the present research requires the sensitivity of the grid adaption 
from airfoil surface change due to perturbations in the design variables. The ilesign variables 
con.sidered are the singularities in a complex plane which define an airfoil in the physical plane. 
The process for airfoil determination is included in the following section and in Appendix C. 
Once a new grid is obtained via the relaxation scheme for the given set of design variables, the 
sequence of computations for the grid sensitivity is enumerated below: 
1. The vector defined by Eq. (4.29) is computed by performing two perturbations. 
and (r/^—Ai/t). to a given geometry dependent design variable, f/fc, which defines 
airfoil surface. The resulting vector has non-zeros only in its elements corresponding to 
the airfoil surface vertices. 
2. For an iterate in the relaxation scheme, the elements of matri.x defined by Eq. (4.27) can 
be obtained on an edge based loop and only its product with the vector stored. 
This procedure can be followed for .V iterations in the rela.xation scheme, therefore, 
avoiding storage of all the matrices in the Eq. (4.27) and the storage requirement becomes 
a single vector for the given design variable, 
3. Repeat steps (1) and (2) for all design variables. 
For a given set of n design variables, in order to determine all the aerodynamic sensitivity 
derivatives, the grid sensitivity has to be known a priori. Therefore, the grid sensitivity can 
be determined first and stored in ndv (the number of geometry dependent design variables) 
vectors avoiding repeated computations. 
Figure 4.6 Validation of grid movement strategy 
5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Optimization of an initiail}- symmetric airfoil is presented in this work. A transonic flow 
condition is assumed in the design problem with a freestream M = O.S at « = 0°. The 
grid consisted of ;J060 vertices and "^982 edges with 149 vertices on the airfoil surface. The 
farfield was six chord lengths from the airfoil. In the design, the negative of the lift coefficient 
was minimized, with constraints placed on the drag coefficient (Co), the moment coefficient 
about cjuarter chord J and the maximum thickness ratio {{t/c)maT) of the airfoil. Three 
different procedures were performed to validate the impact on the objective function from 
changes in the number of design variables and constraint values. Figure -5.1 shows a flowchart 
of the sequence of computations performed in order to obtain an optimal solution. 
In the first procedure (Procedure I), four singularities and the trailing edge angle were taken 
to be the design variables (a total of 9 design variables). The negative of the lift coefficient 
was minimized subject to C'd < 0.03. O.l < (t/c]maj: < 0-"'^ and -0.2 < -is shown in 
Table o.l. Intermediary steps (a-d) and the final design step (e) in the optimization process 
are shown in the table. Figure 5.2 shows the corresponding airfoil surface changes and their 
respective pressure coefficient [Cp) distribution. .-VIso, Figure 5.3 shows the pressure contours 
and grid for the initially symmetric airfoil and the final optimized solution for this procedure. 
The figures show that for the initially symmetrical airfoil the shock-s were located at about 5.5% 
on the upper and lower surface. In the design cycles, the shock finally moved aft of the airfoil 
to about 80% on the upper surface and the strength of lower surface shock was considerably 
reduced. Table 5.1 shows that a ma.vimum of 0.4819 for the lift coefficient was achieved with 
the drag coefficient (0.02929) on the constraint boundary (0.03) for the set of design variables. 
In the second procedure (Procedure 2). additional three singularities of zero strength were 
added to the set of design variables from the optimal solution of Procedure I (for a total of 
15 design variables). Starting from the optimal solution of Procedure I. the negative of lift 
coefficient was again minimized with a more stringent requirement on the drag coefficient, i.e.. 
C'D < 0.02. while keeping the other constraints the same. Table 5.2 and Figures 5.4 and 5.5 
show that in order to accommodate this decrease in the drag coefficient constraint, the upper 
surface shock reduces in strength and moves up to about 7-iVi of the chord. It can al.so be 
seen in the figures that in the final design cycle there is no lower surface shock and the front 
of the airfoil is no longer cros-s-loaded. .\lthough more flexibility in the surface definition was 
provided by adding more sigularities. the final lift coefficient (0.4414) could not be surpa-ss 
that of Procedure 1. 
Since the lift coefficient in Procedure 2 could not surpass that of Procedure I. a third 
procedure (Procedure 3) was performed by adding two more singularities of zero strength 
to the .set of design variables from optimal solution of Procedure 2 (for a total of 19 design 
variables). Starting from the optimal solution of Procedure 2. the lift coefficient was again 
minimized with the same constraints as that in Procedure 2 (Table 5.3). Figures 5.fi and 
5.7 show that the upper surface shock now moved downstream to about 76% of the chord. 
It is evident that with more fle.xibility in the airfoil surface definition, an improved final lift 
coefficient of 0.5042 was obtained as compared to 0.14 14 of Procedure 2. Table 5.3 shows that 
although a higher lift coefficient was obtained, drag coefficient was on the constraint boundary 
along with the ma.\imum thickness ratio for the set of design variables. 
Procedures 1. 2. and 3 demonstrate the e.xpected impact on the objective function due to 
changes in the number of design variables and constraint functions. Figures 5.2. 5.4. and 5.6 
also show that the aft of the airfoils in the final design solutions were not loaded even with the 
increase in the number of design variables. This aft loading can be achieved by a sharp camber 
towards the trailing edge of the airfoil. In order to investigate the cause of this shortcoming, 
it was imperative to know if the airfoil generation scheme used in these procedures could 
produce transonic airfoils for relatively small number of singularities (i.e. design variables). The 
surface definition of a typical transonic/supercritical airfoil was first obtained using the full-
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potential equation and an optimization procedure based on finite differencing of the objective 
and constraints for gradient evaluations. The airfoil in this case was defined by a constant 
thickness distribution and only camber perturbations via a power series was allowed for the 
design process. The coefficients of the power series were taken as the design variables (i.e.. 15 
coefficients were taken implying 15 design variables). In order to match this typical transonic 
airfoil surface distribution with that obtained from the airfoil generation technique used in the 
above procedures, three test cases were studied. In all the cases four singularities and a trailing 
edge angle (for a total of 15 design variables) were used. 
In the first case, only the camber distribution was matched while allowing arbitrary air­
foil thickness distribution. This was clone by minimizing the difference between the camber 
liistributions of the reference transonic airfoil and the matching von .Mises/Karman-Trefftz 
airfoils. Figure 5.8 shows that the camber matching was not attainable and the thickness dis­
tribution was much larger than that of the reference transonic airfoil. In the second case only 
the thickness distribution was matched while allowing arbitrary airfoil camber distribution. 
This case was performed by minimizing the difference between the thickness distributions of 
the reference transonic airfoil and the matching von .Mises/Karman-Treftz airfoils. Figure 5.9 
shows that although close matching in the thickness distribution was obtained, the camber 
distribution was unattainable. In the final case, the difference between both the camber and 
thickness distributions were minimized. Figure 5.10 shows that only thickness distribution is 
attainable. Therefore, for a given number of design variables the procedure with the power 
series definition is more flexible. Local control on camber and thickness is essential in the 
design of transonic airfoils. The von Mises/Karman-Trefftz airfoils do not have local control 
on these essential parameters without a large number of singularities. .-\.lso Figure 5.11 shows 
that the time taken to obtain an airfoil surface increases almost e.xponentially with increasing 
singularities due to the comple.x computations required for the shape coefficients in Eq. (4.20) 
and .\ppendix C. 
It should be noted that an increasing number of design variables used to define the fie.xi-
bility of an airfoil surface increases the computation time for the grid sensitivity vectors given 
by Eq. (4.26). This also impacts increased time for computations of Eqs. (4.S) and (4.f)). and 
the optimizer. It is. therefore, imperative that the airfoil geometry modeling technique provide 
local flexibility with minimum number of the parametric variables defining the geometry. By 
implementing the algorithms and storage strategies described in Chapter o. the size of the final 
problem computed was approximately -io Megabytes. Optimal solutions in all the procedures 
de-scribed above were accomplished within ten design cycles and less than forty flow solutions. 
The system of equations obtained for the discretized flow equations and the sensitivity deriva­
tives were solved until the L> norm of the residuals and the adjoint variables, respectively, 
were reduced by a factor of six. 
Conclusions 
-A robust and computationally efficient flow solver to be used in a design loop was developed 
and tested. The determination of all second and higher-order appro.ximations of the .lacobians 
and sensitivities required for the gradient based optimization have been obtained and their cor­
rectness tested. .\n efficient implementation of the exact linearization of Roe's Riemann solver 
in the flow solver and the sensitivity analysis was achieved. The system of equations resulting 
from the discrete adjoint method has been successfully solved and the resulting derivatives 
have been checked with finite difference approach. Efficient algorithms for all sensitivities 
were developed on an edge-based loop structure and large storage requirements were hence 
circumvented. .A.n unstructured grid approach to transonic aerodynamic shape optimization 
using the discrete adjoint formulation was developed and demonstrated on a arbitrarily defined 
symmetrical airfoil. Extensions to three-dimensions can be relatively easily implemented using 
this procedure. It is recommended that locally fle.xible airfoil/wing surface generators be used 
for the design of truly supercritical airfoils. 
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Figure 5.1 Flowchart for the optimization procedure 
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Figure o.2 Optimization Procedure 1 (9 design variables) 
Table 5.1 Parameter values for optimization Procedure I 
Design Step CL Co < 0.03 0.1 < it/cjrr^ax < 0.2 -0.2 < C.., 
a 0.1832 0.01352 0.1305 -0.06349 
b 0.3613 0.02554 0.1316 -0.1311 
c 0.4667 0.02845 0.1237 -0.1485 
d 0.4509 0.006957 0.08898 -0.015.59 
e 0.4819 0.02929 0.1235 -0.1-530 
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Figure 5.3 Partial view of grid and pressure contours for optimization Pro­
cedure 1 
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Figure -5.4 Optimization Procedure 2 (15 design variables) 
Table 5.2 Parameter values for optimization Procedure 2 
Design Step CD < 0.02 0.1 < (?/c),„ax < 0.2 -0.2 < 
a 0.4649 0.02406 0.1201 -0.1175 
b 0.4394 0.01941 0.1167 -0.08403 
c 0.-1407 0.01952 0.1167 -0.08493 
d 0.4408 0.019.53 0.1167 -0.08501 
e 0.4414 0.01957 0.1168 -0.08518 
Figure 5.5 Partial view of grid and pressure contours for optimization Pro­
cedure 2 
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Figure 0.6 Optimization Procedure 3 (19 design variables) 
Table 5.3 Parameter \-alues for optimization Procedure 3 
Design Step CL Co < 0.02 0.1 < < 0.2 -0.2 < 
a 0.4473 0.01949 0.1159 -0.09242 
b 0.4704 0.02113 0.1157 -0.1007 
c 0.4699 0.02103 0.1156 -0.1005 
d 0.4879 0.02065 0.1128 -0.1051 
e 0.5042 0.01901 0.1081 -0.1073 
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Figure 5.7 Partial view of grid and pressure contours for optimization Pro­
cedure 3 
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Figure 0.8 Airfoil modeling flexibility to camber distribution 
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APPENDIX A LINEARIZATION OF ROE'S APPROXIMATE 
RIEMANN SOLVER 
The methodolog}- used in obtaining an exact linearization of Roe's Riemann <olver and 
its implementation on a two-dimensional unstructured cell-vertex finite volume scheme with 
a piece-wise linear reconstruction is obtained and documented. Roe's approximate Riemann 
solver is non-flifferentiable at sonic points and at shocks due to the eigenvalues changing signs at 
these points. In the present work, these points of non-difFerentiability are ignored in obtaining 
the analytical expressions for the .lacobian. 
The second term in the Roe's numerical flux can be defined in a vector form and Eq. !3.7"i 
can be rewritten as 
= A[F(Ufi.n) - FfUz..n)] - -C iA.l) 
where. 
C = I A(U)| j = TIA1T-' [Ua,^ - ; -A.2) 
Here T and T~' are the well documented right and left eigenvectors of A(U) and .V is its 
diagonal matrix of the eigenx'alues. The eigenvalues can be defined in a vector form . A. and 
U as the vector of the Roe averaged variables, where 
ir - TFI p 
A = < 
il ' -71! 
. .u = < 
a 
> 
ir • TT-i- c j| " li 1 r 
1^'' • 77- c II « li ! c 
The Roe-averaged variables are density, p. the local velocity vector I' = «i -f- and c. the 
local speed of sound. 
{9 
On differentiation of the numerical flux with rcspect to the left and right states of the 
conserved v^iriables. the factors I and 3 in Eq. (4.15) can be expressed as follows 
-ok -2 1 2dUL^ 
In order to determine the second term for the left and right states in Eqs. (A. l). the vector C 
can be considered to be functionally dependent on the following terms i43l 
C = C(AU.U) 'A..-5) 
where AU = (U/?,,^. — Therefore, following chain rule differentiation of Eq. the 
following .Jacobians with respect to the left and the right states are obtained 
OC i)C t>AU OC OU 
OAUOUL^, 
OC OC OAU OC ov 
i A . f i !  
! A.7) 
OUn^, OAVOUr^, 0\JO\JH„, 
The first set of terms in the above equations are straight forward and are a^ follows 
= -iA,U.l = -T|A|T-' 
= |A(U]! = T|A|T-' iA.9) c^C ^AU r ,-1 
^AU ^ Ua,, 
In order to obtain the term common to both Eqs. (.\.6) and (.V.T). it should be noted 
that C can be rewritten as 
C = T|A1T-'AU = T|A|AW iA.lO) 
Here each element of C in inde.x notation is as follows 
I 4 
C. = Y, AU t . where. AH't = Y.Tu ^ ^ > 
t=i 1=1 
Each element in the .lacobian ^ can be obtained by chain rule differentiation of Eq. (.A.ll) 
as follows 
rir- ^ r ( ;n, . - i)T.^ 
(A. 12) OC 1 _ 
OU OU 7 OU J 
oO 
The term is the onlv term which is not differentiable evervwhere since the partials are (U -
not defined when the eigenvalues change sign. The points of non-differentiabilitv are ignored 
and the partial is obtained using element by element differentiation of the definition of A with 
respect to the definition of U. A similar procedure can be adopted to obtain the elements of 
— and ,^j'^ in Eqs. (A.(i) and (A.7). These matrices are included later in this Appendix. 
The partials of AW and T with respect to U required in the above equation are also included 
later in this .-Vppendi.K. It is important to note that the computational overhead in directly 
implementing the above equation could be high. In order to circumvent this problem (after 
tedious sessions of algebra), analytical expressions for each element of is included in this 
.\ppendi.K. 
Finally. Eq. (.-V.l) can be rewritten as 
OKI 
A 
= T lA(Uz:„ 
• )  L iA(U)| 
OC 
OC 
(A.i;i) 
(A. 14) 
OUcJUfi.,, 
Therefore, factors I and - i  in Ecjs. (4.14) and (4.1.5) given by the above equations can be 
determined on an edge based loop. 
Factor (i in Eq. (4.1.5) given bv the .lacobian ^ is obtained in a similar fashion bv direct 
differentiation of the numerical fiu.x; rewritten below (dropping the subscripts): 
i[F(Uft.n) + F(Ui.n)]-i C 
*•' N  ^
A.15) 
In the above equation the tiu.x tensors in term 1 are defined by the following: 
[F(Uz:.n)4-F(Ufi.n)] = [f(Uz:)i + g(U/:)j] • n + [f(Ufi)i + g(Ufi)j] -n (A.16) 
The partials of each term in the above equation with respect to the scaled area normal is then 
given bv: 
— [F(Uy:.n)+ F(Ufi.n)] = [f(UO. g(U£.)] + [f(UR). g(UR)] 
= [f(Uft)+f(Ui).g(Ufl)-rglUt)] (A.11 
ol 
Term 2 in Eq. (A.15) is obtained by chain rule differentiation of all the terms involved in its 
definition and is given bv: 
On 
The partials *•. and are included in the following sections of this Appendix. The 
A:=l 
(A. IS) 
'T ,t 
final form of the flux Jacobian. ^ . can then be written as: 
*>TTO 1 > .1 ()C 
= r, iffUfi,, j-rf(U,.,j.g(UR.,,j+g(U,„ jj -- — (A. 19) 
On ...k 2L —J 
The following sections document the partials involved in the determination of the exact lin­
earization of Roe's numerical flux. 
Partial of A w.r.t. U and w.r.t. n 
oil 
0 .A I f / J -  . l l « , y  0 
0 Axlij. A ill.J 0 
0 A yllr A'illy -
0 .IrjTT^ —.1 
dx 
O n  
A lU .111' 
.liu -lit-
.-I  >{ u + crij.)  .  12([• + rh,,) 
A:^(u-cnr] Ajir -  rri.j} 
where .-Ij = .s5rn(l' • n). .I2 = sgn{\'  • n -r c || n j|). .-I3 = • i t  - c n 
PartieJ of AW w.r.t. U and w.r.t n 
c^AW 
L)V 
0 
-4AH2 ^At'i -^Ar-. 0 
-4AU3 -Qi -Q2 2\/2pc^ 
-Q3 -Q4 2\/2pc^ Z,  
6)AW 
^n 
i(Z2.V21 - •^3-^' 11J 
^(Z2A'n + Z3.V2i) 
-;^(Z2A^I+Z3-V2I) 
4(2^.V22 - ZiA 1 2 ]  
^t(Z2.VI2 + Z3.\22) 
V 
— •;^(Z2-Vi2 + Z3.\22) 
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where 
- [N1 = 
- II nil-
||n(i - llrhr 
-ihjiir ijnjl - n,in,j 
and 
Z, = \  -Ai\/2 -  «Ar> -  cAL'i -r Ar,.  Zj = At' .  -  «Ar,.  
z ,  =  A f ,  -  r-Ari .  z ,  =  T /Ar, ^ Ar.>. Z 5  = tAr,-Ar. 
^  T f c  [ H - '  =  T i j  I  •  
= yfe i?^- - "'^'' '1 • 
A H i = A f i  —  - ^ Z i -  A l l - 2  =  —  1  h , j Z )  n  j - Z j  I  
All :} — y^. j — Zi -|- h^Z> "T ("iyZ-jj . All.j = yj- ] ~^1 ~ "y^3 
A.JO) 
Partial of T w.r.t. U 
• 'rji 
•r. 
' T m 
't", 
'7%-, 
T. 
•-'7%i 
't ', 
:_>T^ 
'f. 
't'. 
-T, 
-^ = {0.0.0.0}. / = i. •_>.;}. 4 
{0.0.1.0}. ^ = {-ri^.0.0.0} 
t -  t  
{ 0 .  U .  r - .  0 } .  = | | r 4 - 2 .A"v - P"-r . o |  
{ i r „ . r , 3 . r : , 3 . 3 ^ ( i  -  $ ^ ) } .  =  { t r « . r , . . r , . .  j ^ , i  -  $ ; . }  
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Partial of T w.r.t. n 
= {0 .0}  
' n  I n  < n  'n l"-"J 
^ = <0.0). ^ ^ = {^.Vu.^.V,,} 
^ = {0.0). = ^ = 
^ = {-7t-V2I.-:^.V22} 
= {0.0} . - {(pf/.Voi - /H-.Vii). ipu.\ '22 -  />l"-V,,)} 
'n IvJ ' VJ -J 'n I Vi /i -J 
where 
G = _ " = iJi/.Nii -r l•.^2l)• (W-^12 "I" 
an 
Partial of U  w.r.t. U ^ ,  and U R 
6>U _ D 
where 
" = D = l/( y/Jn + 
-lA - "7 j^( ii" + f" ) — ( UUR T- ffR) + "• ( UR + t'^) — ( // -f- //R) I 
.\l2 -- -y [u 7«r] . = -7 [i" + Ti'ft] 
The partial of U  w.r.t. U R can be obtained from the above equation by the permutation of 
the "state" subscripts (i .e.  L lo R and R to L). 
•^LY/PR 
IPD 0 0 0 
T("R - '') I 0 0 
T('"fi - t-) 0 1 0 
A/, ML A/3 
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Partial of C w.r.t. U 
-!£i 
>Cj 
'C,  
'f"4 
>r. 
'f. ' 
'C, 
>i\ 
'C, 
T, 
ir% 
'C. 
_ jCi _ jCj_ _ ^ _ Q 
>v, -r, <r, 
= i \^Z,Lx + ¥ArtL,l +7r,Bi. ^ = i \^Z:^L, + '^SCiL,] +n,Bi 
- J -'l-', -1.- - J 
= ^Zi [4A, - L-,} + ^  [r II TT i| a-i - B,] 
'^Z,L> + \AL\ \-niL: - I - IC,  I . UrBr, 
~ " ~ ^r^"y ^ _J_ 2^\.,] -i_ 
• 'r, 
<r, 
Jc' 
''' V ^  y +  -^ZiLi — — I  [ Z / : j  - r  - A i ]  +  
— i" [""1^1 + ^  1 "I fj'ZiL) + tAJ 1 \^ — h'jL:i + -^I-Aoj -r 'i^B^ 
'C; 
'f 
IC, 1 2 I '  'Ci 
>f. 
-Ci 
'C4 
•'t'4 
where. 
+ (T 2 "t" Tr.ZI j^— L, \C -r *• L >{ V • fO j 
-p-^Af 1 ^fix(=t"i'2 "• (^ • "I" -^!/(^ ^ ' ^'lA 
+ cBi +^(l' • r'i)Bi -r pn^-iV X fi •^•).4iAH 2 
• " [i"^] 2c^- -r " L >{V • M)j 
+ -TAri \h,j{=cL2 - (I' • - '2hr(V x h • A.-)A2j 
+ ^  IcBi + T(l"' •n)B:i^ + pn,j(y < « " A-).4i Alt •, 
-J I '^i  t J 
j'"" [3^] + 5?^' [-W + TMf--*)] 
(A.23) 
Li " 2Ai — L:i, Li = A4 — A3, £.3 — A3 + A4 
Si = ^  [.42AH'2 + AnAWi -h ^.4i A»-4j .  B, = [.42Alt 3 + .43Ali:,] 
Bz = [.42All'3 - -l.-iAlt 4] . fl4 = [A3AH'3 + A4An'4] 
B^ = p ^«jS3-f-«„.4iAIF[j . B^ = p ^/iy53 - n^.4| AH 1 
(A.241 
APPENDIX B DISCRETIZATION OF THE FLUX JACOBIANS 
Discretization of Flux Jacobian, j j^j 
From the definition of the piece-wise linear reconstruction of U. the conserved variable 
vector at the left and ri^ht states can be written as 
, = U.. + VU, • . Ur„ , = Ut - - f^;, ( B. I) 
Recognizing the functional dependency of the left and right states, the above equations ran be 
functionally defined as 
Ul., = Ul.,. UH„, = (B.2) 
where M^. = VU.j • r^^.. and = VUt • . Si nee VUjt spans distance-two neighbors to 
vertex o. the index in is an element in the set {-\\.} of all vertices in the immediate vicinity ot 
vertex A; (Fig. B.l). Due to the highly non-linear nature of the limiter its partials with 
respect to Uj have been neglected. Upon differentiation of Eqs (B.2), the following is obtained 
^ OUl., . ,OUO OUu.dMl 
dVj OV, OUj OMl OUj '  
OVn., _ ^ OVr^,OM>^ 
OVj OUk OU j '  DMi OUJ 
The terms ly" and in the above equations are simply the identity matrix. It is also 
.  'U ,  
a 
evident that the terms 7^^ and 77^ are the identity matrix for j  = o (for left state) and j  = k 
(for the right state) and are both zero matrices for any other j # o for the left state and any 
other j 7^ k for the right stale. Therefore, combining the conditions for the two states, the 
first set of terms in Eqs. (B.3) can be written as follows 
OU, OUj 
[I] . j  = o 
(B.4) 
[0] . else 
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Figure B.l Typical unstructured mesh fragment 
OfJk _ [ [I] • 
c>U, - I 
'Ut t 'UR Similarly the terms ' and are simply equal to and respectively. In order 
to simplify the comple.xity in keeping track of the indices, it is important to resort to a simple 
mesh as in Fig. B.l. Fig. B.l represents a typical mesh fragment with vertices o= IO(ceiitral 
node), k = 2. and j = 8 for example. Defined in the figure are all the scaled normal directions 
used in the following equations. The last set of terms and are directly 
dependent on the method used to obtain the gradient of the conserved variable vector. The 
Green-Gauss method is used in the present study and Eq. (3.9) is equivalent to and can be 
rewritten as (Fig. B.l): 
E ^(Uo + U,.)n,., = 47 E i(Ut + U,.+i)ir,.,+ i (B.6) 
i-€.Vo "  ^kes. " 
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Here, the area of the median-dual .-1(0.,) = ''vhere .1' is the area enclosed by edges 
connecting all vertices in the set {-V,}. The area normal to this contour is then defined by 
Finally, the partial of the gradient term for the left state can be written as. 
0 ^Mf. _ 
OUj OUj ~jT X ]  Ut+i )nfcj;.+ , - r^j;. 
^ te.Vo 
B.T) 
From inspection of all the terms (i.e of index k) constituting the summation for a given vertex 
o. Eq. (8.7) reduces to 
OM?. \  
ou, 
B.s) 
[O] .c/se 
where P, j = Xjj x X®. Finally, on combining Eqs. (B.4) and (B.8)). the product of factors 
I and 2 in Eq. (4.15) for the left state is obtained as follows; 
OVl., ,  OKI 
OUu, OVj 
[I] -J = o 
[0] .tlse 
(B.9) 
where = [I] The above equation involves all the distance-one terms in the flux .lacobian 
associated with a single edge with vertices o and fc.  
If a similar analysis is done for the gradient of the conserved variables term for the right 
state, the following can be obtained 
0 
OVj OVj 
1 ^ I 
Al 2 ^  
U m  U f 7 i  +  1 )  U r n . m 4 - l  '  ^ o . k  IB.IO) 
Here for a given edge with vertices o and fc.  VUt spans distance-two neighbors to vertex o. 
As defined earlier, the inde.x rn is then an element in the set {-V*,-} of all the vertices in the 
immediate vicinity of the verte.x k (not including k\ but including o). On inspection, the above 
partial is a non-zero matrix for j = m and a zero matrix for j = k:. The following is then 
obtained for a given edge: 
£ ? m ;  
OV, [0] 
(B.ll) 
.else 
dUft^ oni 
OVR^^ OV, 
where Pt .j = x and = [I]^<.-- On combining all the terms in Eqs. (B.o) and 
(B.ll), the product of factors 3 and -I in Eq. (4.15) for the right state is obtained as follows: 
[I] . J  =  k  
3^¥,(P^.., -f^,) . J  =  m e  {.\\.} (B.r2) 
[0] .else 
It should be noted that for distance-two accumulation of the flu.x .Jacobian associated with the 
vertex o. ail the vertices required for the reconstruction have to be considered in the second 
condition of the above equation. Therefore, the above equation involves only the distance-two 
terms in the flux .jacobian associated with the edge with vertices o and k. The rest ot the 
distance-two terms are computed when all the edges connected to verte.x " are considered. 
Finally, on an edge based loop, on combining Eqs. (B.9) and (8.12) the following is obtained: 
[I] 
om 
ov, 
om. 
-t-
[0] i lse 
[I] .J = k 
•  r^^.) . J  = m t {.Vt} 
k 
[0] .else 
(B.i;}) 
where . in general. P ;.j = X/j x X®. The first term in the above equation is then the dis­
cretization of factors I and 2 in Eq. (4.14) and the second term is the discretization of factors 
3 and 4 in Eq. (4.14). On an edge based loop with vertices o and k. once the flux .lacobians 
and 'H? are first computed and their contributions to the .Jacobian in Eq. (4.14) 
are obtained from the above equation. The numerical flu.x. associated with the vertex k 
can be accumulated by permutation of the indices o and k and by consistently re-defining the 
orientations of the position vectors along with their associated top and bottom vertices and 
can be expressed as: 
' [I] .J = k 
•r^.J J e { N k }  
[0] .else 
OH'; 
OTJj OUu. 
.->9 
c^H*; 
[I] J = o 
-rfj J = fee {.v.} 
- .-1 
[0] . tUe 
ft should be noted that for any fiux Jacobian. obtained from the exact linearization . 
in principle depends on the reconstruction .Uf, .  Ur. and the area normal n. Therefore, to 
avoid repeated computations. nt.^ = —n.j.i-. r^. - r ... and 
for the above case. 
Discretization of Flux Jacobian, 
Factors 2 and 4 in Eq. (4.15) are determined by firstly recognizing the functional depen­
dency of the left and right states of the reconstructed conserved variables vectors defined by 
Eq. (B.2). It should be noted that the partials of and with respect to X are 
dependent only on M^. and in Eq. (B.2) respectively, while ignoring the fiux limiter as 
before. Their partials with respect to the grid is defined by: 
*^O.K = OMl 
OXJ  OXJ  
= 
^M^ 
OXJ  OXJ  
-JZ XI -r Ut+i • r^x: 
" keSr 
^  "  .y ( U m  T U m  +  l  +  l  '  ^ o.k 
Therefore, the functional dependency of M^. and is given by: 
(B.Io) 
[B.16) 
M? = M^. 
Ml = Mi VU,.f«, 
. and. VU, = VU, 
. and. VUt = 
;B.l7) 
:B.I8) 
On chain rule differentiation of all the terms in the above equation with respect to the grid 
terms. X. the following is obtained: 
cJXj 
= 
_ ±/TTI 
d X j  .4,^  OX J 
^  ^  / T T  T T  \~L k.k-
Ji 2 ^  '  d X j  K^i^O 
(B.19) 
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OXj 
= 
1 
VU,.-^ - —(VU 
dXj .It OXj 
I  ^  T T  
- ir .  
TT \r^ ^^m.m-i-l 
'J m+1 K 
^ nl € .V 
OX, 
(B.20) 
Referring to Fig. B.l. the position vectors f. and r^f. for the top segment of the control 
volume associated with the edge o. k are defined as: 
r '  "i- = ilXff + Xi',|-X, = -ii2XL--X..^->Xt] 
•TC 
• M  
•o.k 
M I „rr- „ I r.,vr _ 7xJ 
Similarly, the position vectors and r^f. for the bottom segment of the control volume 
associated with the edge o. fc are defined as: 
i* » jfXSf + Xi'j - Xo = -^ [2X«, - 7X, + SX*) 
I& = JI XSf + XX |-X» = -i i'iXS, + 5X, - 7X») 
On detailed analysis of all the terms(vertices) involved in the construction of the position 
vectors for the top and the bottom segments, the partials of the position vectors for both 
segments associated with the first term in Eqs. (B.L9) and (8.20) can then be written as: 
VU. 
Or^ 
OX. 
J = '> 
T^VUo . j  = k 
•j  = T.^k.ot.j  = B.,k 
.else [0] 
!B.2i: 
vu,. • 
^VU, .J = o 
OXJ  
.j  = k 
^VUt J = Tok-ov.j  = B^k 
[0] . t lse 
(B.22) 
The areas .4" and .1^. associated with their respective gradient terms are defined by: 
~ key. 
m6.V* 
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On inspection all all vertices involved in the construction of the areas associated with the 
vertices o and k. the following partials corresponding to the second term in Eqs. (B.IO) and 
(B.20) are obtained: 
I 
ET.j] = y.i; I 
-Xf,) <k \-B 
i O . O l  . t lse 
[T;-J = -i^(VU, • = _ J_(VU, • 
• i; ox ,  -i: 
•B ,  
'0.01 . l is 
Referring to Fig. B.I. the term Xj^^ = X5 and X®^ = X-j in the above equation. Also, 
referring to Fig. B.I. the scaled normals 5^. ;;.+i and n^.,n+i are defined as: 
— (Xt-f-i Xjti ^ k. and. — (Xmi-i Xm) k 'B.2.5) 
The partials of these area normals associated corresponding to third term in Eqs. (B.I9) and 
(B.20) are then gi\'en by: 
Un^ 
-(L k -r i  )r^j^.  • 
Are-V. 
:0] -List 
'  1 r O l. , 
iQ-J = :f H. 2"'' 
1 
(B.2G) 
[QA:.J 
where I -
0  - I  
I 0 
^ V- ^ r- f ' 
^ m-f-1 ) ^ 0, 'K rr; -f  I 
^ RN^ [ .  
[i 
[0] 
OXj 
•J  E -W-
. t lse 
(B.2/ 
Referring to Fig. B.l. the term = U5 and = U3 in the above equation. It is 
evident here that for the flu.x .Jacobian.T^. associated with the vertex o. the terms [T,),j] and 
[Qo.j] involve distance-oae accumulations while the terms [T^.j] and [Qfc.j] involve distance-two 
accumulations. 
Fig. B.l shows that the scaled normal, n^^.. for the top segment and the scaled normal, 
nf for the bottom segment for the control volume associated with the edge defined by vertices 
o and ic is given bv : 
- Xli) X k. and. nf', = i x k •TC •M M -BC, B.-2S) 
where X^^f and X®/ are the centroids of the top and the bottom cell to the edge, respectively. 
Finally, factor fj in Eq. ! I.L5) is then gi%"en by; 
()n^..  
.'.K 
()X, 
: i l  .J - o. k 
- i : i |  . j  =  r . , ,  
:0l .t/.se 
OX. 
^ : I I  . j  =  o . k  
i'il 
01 
J = 
. t lse 
B.29/ 
UHl 
U X j  
UHl 
Therefore, on combining all terms in Eqs. (B.19) and iB.20). the final form ot the numerical 
flux .lacobian with respect to X can be expressed in a compact form as: 
. j  = o 
.j  = k-
( iVU,  ^  ) .J = T^,.or.j= B . ,  
^0 ([T.. .J ^  IQ.J) J € S , . J  =  
Oj . the 
' . j ^ o  
(JV L . , ,  
QUI 
ov R, ¥,(iVUt + !TtJ-[Q;:.,j) 
iO] 
•J = 
.J = T.^k-or.j  -  B,k 
.J € -w-.j = {r„,. B,,} 
. the 
dUl Un.j.k (B.;JO) 
Uuo.k OXj 
.Although, the first two terms in the above equation are valid for both the top and the bottom 
segments of the control volume associated with the edge (o. h). appropriate position vectors f^ f. 
and r^f. must be used. Only the third term is dependent on the top or the bottom segments, 
and the appropriate term in Eq. (B.29) should be used. The determination of the flu.x .lacobian 
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associated with the vertex k. -r^.  can be obtained by the permutation of the vertices o and 
k and by consistently re-defining the orientations of position vectors with their associated top 
and bottom vertices. 
It is important to impress here that the flux .Jacobians defined by Ecjs. ;B.l.'j)and iB.-JOlare 
computed on an edge based loop. However, their accumulation of all distance-two terms due to 
reconstruction for a given edge with vertices o and k requires distance-one vertex information 
for both the vertices. By adopting this procedure, only one sweep through the edges is required 
for the accumulation of all the terms. 
Determination of Flux Jacobians at the Boundaries 
Wall Boundaries 
In Fig. B.2. the reconstructed conserved \'ariable vector \5] or UJ is corrected tor the 
following to obtain or Ug. respectively: 
I. assume constant density ps = P/ 
"2. enforce tangency. Vg = V/ — (V/-a)n = V/ —V/^ 
3. assume constant total enthalpy H = hg ^ = h / —r 
P'igure B.2 Typical control volume at the boundary 
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Therefore, any Ug becomes a non-linear function ofU; and can be e.xpres.sed jus; 
0 
U e  =  U / - <  (B.;ui 
• i 
(P/V/J -j 
The functional dependency of the boundary numerical flux. Hg or Hg. denoted in -general 
here by Hg. can be written a^ (Fig. B.2) : 
= H^ [u^.U^(U}.n^).n^j iB.;52) 
Here the index i  a^ain refers to either the reconstruction and the area normal corre­
sponding to the control volume segment associated with vertex o or the reconstruction U) and 
the area normal Ug corresponding to the control volume segment associated with vertex fc as 
shown in Fig. 8.2. On chain rule differentiation of all the terms, the flux .lacobians at the wall 
boundarv can be written as: 
c^H 
^Uj 
B _ dWs OJi's OV'b 
OU'i OV's OV) 
0\J) 
OVj 
OH 
O X j  
B _ OV'B 
OV'g OV'i 
OU) 
O X j  -h 
^Hjg OK'g 
On. B OU'g t^ng 
0^ 
O X ,  
s 
iB.;}4) 
Here, the terms 1.2,3. and 6 can be developed in the similar manner as discussed in Appendix A 
(i.e. via exact linearization of Roe's scheme). Term 3 can be obtained by direct differentiation 
of all terms in Eq, (8.31) as follows: 
0 
(1 - "r) 
f t  J- n y 
^8-2 
OVB 
dUl 
1 
0 
0 
xBi 
0 
1 - ni] 
0 
0 
0 
I 
(B.3.5) 
where 
-I 
B\ -  j Ui^ h- -h L'l hy -H 2Ui,Ui^ . B2 = -2( 1 - : 
•2Uf -h i '^n^hy 
6o 
/93 = -2(1 - :7^) 
Term 7 can be obtained by direct differentiation of ail grid terms in Eq. as follows: 
OUB 
O n  
OUb OVB 
where. 
OUB 
(JTTj-
OUr On,, 
0 
2L'l,nr.\ii  ~ ('/, A'l 
•2L'[, h,..\2i -i-
^31 f U "i" ^ f, 21 "T ^ /> f l-^l) 
0 
OUB ^ 
On,, 
'IL i^n^y 12 + I I ,  I\  2 
•IL'l ,  h, , . \22 + 
[, 12 f /, "v-^22 + f 7,^ /, /V2) 
Here. /\i = "y-Vn -r '?r-^2i- ^'2 - 'iy-^12 -r "r-^22- ^^'3 = (l^ ~ 
in Appendix A. 
Finally, term 4 is dependent on the reconstruction at the boundary and can be developed 
in a manner similar to that discussed in the previous section. Term ^ is straight forward to 
develop and can be obtained with an analysis similar to that of the interior. 
Far-Field Boundaries 
In reference [63], the flow at the far-field is assumed to be represented by the compressible 
linearized small disturbance potential equation. Here the perturbation velocities in the farfield 
are represented as a Laurent series about the origin. Analyzing the Laurent series, it was found 
that if the coordinate origin was located at the airfoil's quarter chord point, the leading term of 
the series was a compressible vortex. The perturbation velocities due the lift generated when 
combined with the freestream velocity and the angle of attack are given below. 
U f j  =  u . - ^ - r  U p .  f/r/r = f-c-f i-p where Up = rD sin 0. Vp =—TDco^0 
and r — -C'LCV 
•) ^ D = 
f)6 
v/r=~v74 
- Mlsm-id -  a)] 
PFF -
IFF (IFF — - -(njrp -i- l-f FFI 
Here R and 0 are the radius and the polar angle, respectively. The polar angle is defined positive 
counterclockwise from the chord line downstream of the airfoil quarter chord. Integrating 
momentum and pressure about any closed contour gives an invariant lift. The circulation, f. 
computed along those contours, however, is not invariant since vorticity is generated by the 
shock. The circulation asymptotes to a constant in the far-field and will be of the same value 
as that obtained from the above equation (valid only for irrotational Hows) if the correct value 
of the lift coefficient were used. Therefore, the lift coefficient used to calculate the circulation 
is determined from the pressure distribution on the airfoil surface. 
The numerical flu.x at the farfield boundary can then be defined to be functionally depen­
dent on the reconstructed conserved variables vector U/ and the farfield corrected conserved 
variables vector Uyy. But in order to be consistent with the method of steady-state solu­
tion where the far-field conditions are obtained from the airfoil surface pressure distribution 
through the lift coefficient, the functional dependency is defined as follows: 
The flu.K .Jacobians at the farfield can then be written as : 
OH FF _ 
t^U, 
^^ 'FF 
d X j  
OWfTfT UV} 
OV) OVj 
OH'frir OC L 
OC'l OVj 
dH'pp OU) 
d V )  d X j  + 
OWp-ir OCL 
OCl OXj 
(B.38) 
The terms 1 are obtained in the similar method as discussed in the previous sections. It should 
be noted here that only terms 1 are accumulated in the .Jacobians and Terms 2 
are not included in these matrices, but their direct implication in the consistent treatment of 
the sensitivity derivatives is their inclusion in the sparse vector edge based loop 
for a given control volume segment. acciimulatetl as: 
oc\ 
ipf _ 
UW^irOU'^irOVp or 
oiJ)rp oui or occ 
FF ' 
P 
OH'-rr OH^r OV^f OXJ^- Of 
or ou^p-^ oij^ or OC ' l  
B.IO) 
B.41) 
where Up = {itp.rp}^. The partials in these equations are obtained by direct differentiation 
and are defined as ; 
FF 
OU, 
— l ly/rB 
nFF -  Itjrp-B 
-uff '^ 'FFB 
-CFFB 
- u f f i ' F F B  
PFF -  ' ' I  R^ 
« F F ( ^ P F F  -  f ^ F F B )  f f f r i r p F F  "  f ^ F F ^ )  
(B.42) 
where. B = . and. 
Oijp I DsinO 
or 1 - DcosO OCi -2 
(B.-l.J) 
APPENDIX C DETERMINATION OF PARTIALS OF C C'o, and C . 
Determination of Partials of C'L and C'p with respect to U and X 
The lift and the drag coefficient for an airfoil at an angle of attack a are given by; 
C'l = C'n cosa — C',, sin a (C.l) 
C'D =  Cn sin ft -H C-i cos ft I C'.2) 
where C\ and C'n are the normalized axial and normal forces per unit .^pan and are evaluated 
from a momentum-flux balance as shown below: 
_•>  
- •> 
= 
<i  [pu{V  • n) -f- Pf i r ] ( lS  {C . : i )  
V 
'/ [pi-M V • a) 4- Ph.i] clS (C'.4) 
-c Js 
The momentum-flux integrals are invariant to the location of the contour S. Therefore, if the 
integration contour is taken to be the airfoil surface, then the above equations reduce to the 
following in the discretized form: 
•"^'b e .) p 77 ^ B ^ B .) — 
,=l ,=i 
As shown in Fig. B.2. there are two control volume segments for a given edge with the vertices 
o and k at a boundary. This implies that there are twice the number of computations for 
the accumulation of normal and axial forces as there are edges on a boundary. Therefore, the 
inde.x i  is a counter which spans twice the number of edges on a boundary which is denoted 
by . \g .  The partials with respect to are then defined by: 
OC'i I ,  OCn, ^  OC,1, .  ,  
= > = > -—- cos ft — > ——- sm ft -o) 
dU, cJU, ^ ou, 
OC'D ^  OC,I  TR'  
= / ..TT = / + / "^rrrcosft C.i 
OU, , OIJJ ^ t^U. ^ dUj J i=:l t = l J z=l •' 
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Since Pg, is dependent on the conserved variable vector Us(U/) at the wall boundary, the 
partials for a given control volume segment at the wall boundary then becomes: 
(K L, 
au, 
oc D, 
ou, 
OCr.,  0C„ .  
——— cos rt —— sm a 
OPB, OPB, 
OC^, .  ^ dC„ 
- sm a -I- -tt:— cos a 
where. 
[OPB, 
OPB 
OVB 
OC,, 
OPB ,  OVB. ^U/ .  
OUB. 0V [ ,  
OPB, OVB, OVR. 
OPB .  OVB .  OV,, OV^ 
(C.s) 
( C . 9 )  
n 
Zn 
:j("s ' - • 'B)--«S. -'-fi. 1 
OCr.. r. ' ln„ 
(C.IO) 
iC.ll) 
OPB ,  OPB. 
It should be noted that due to the reconstruction at the boundary, the index j  spans not only 
the vertices on the airfoil surface but also the vertices adjacent to the airfoil. By adopting the 
procedure described above, only one sweep through an edge based loop is required to determine 
the sensitivity of C^ and CD with respect to the conserved variable vector. 
The sensitivity of the lift and the drag coefficients due to grid changes can be obtained in 
a similar fashion and is given bv: 
OC, OC-
ox ^  O X ,  ~  ^  
1 = 1 
oc..  
cos 
^ OC.^, 
a -  ^  .. . .  
:=t 
OC, D OC 
^ r»Y ^ 
0C\ 
• sin rt 
^ OC..,  
+ -cosa 
(C.12) 
(CM;}) 
O X .   O X ,  O X .  ^  O X j  J t = l •' 1 = 1 •' J = l 
It is important here to recognize the functional dependency of C,, and Cn, to grid changes and 
can be expressed as the following: 
[^s. (Us.(U/,. n,)). ftx.]. and C,;, = Cn, [Ps, (Us.(U/., n.)). (C.14) 
Then the partials of the axial and the normal force coefficients for a control volume segment 
become: 
OC,, 
O X j  
oc^, 
OXj 
0C„ OPB ,  OVB, 
.OPB ,  OVB ,  Oui .  
OCN, OPB ,  OVB ,  
.OPB ,  OVB ,  Oni .  
Otii  
Wj 
OSi 
+ 
+ 
oc,,  OPB ,  OVB, OV[, OC,, On,^ 
[OPB ,  OVB. OVi, J 
OPB ,  OVB, 
[OPB ,  OVB .  OV[, J 
+ 
OXj On,J, OXj 
OVi, OCn, Onr, 
OXj OHJ., OXJ 
(C.I5) 
(C.16) 
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On an edge based loop the partials for the lift and drag coefficient with respect to the grid for 
a given control volume segment can be finally expressed as: 
OCL ,  
O X j  D 
OPB, OVB, 
I 7 OTJb, On, 
On, 
O X j  D 
OPB. OVB. 
IT OUB, OVI,  
O V f ,  
ox, 
COSfV 
oc\. 
OHu. 
On, 
O X ,  
sin nr 
0C\ 
Orir,.  
On n 
-- I 
^5^ 
(C.17) 
OCp^ 
ox, D, 
COS ft 
OPB. ^UFL.1 
cfUB, On, 
qc\ 
On,,.  
On, 
O X j  D. 
OPB, ^UFL.  
OUB. 0V,_ 
OVi. 
O X ,  
On, 
O X j  sin ft 
0C,„ 
Onr 
On r.  
O X ,  
where 
Dx = 0C\. 0C\, .  COS ft — sin ft 
VOPB. OPB, 
D. = 0C\, .  PC.,,  
OPB. 
cos ft 
iC.l8) 
(C.19) 
In order to validate the sensitivity of the lift coefficient to the conserved variable sector 
(Ec). C.6) and the grid (Eq. C.ri). the following linearizations have to be satisfied: 
OCL AC'^ = 
AC'l = 
-AU, 
c)U, '  (C.20) 
Since C'c is obtained from the pressure distribution on the airfoil surface, the index j  in 
the above equation is directly dependent on all the distance-one and -two neighbors, due to 
reconstruction, to all vertices on the airfoil surface. Tables C.I and C.2 show comparisons of 
the left and right hand sides of Equations (C.20) and (C.211 for perturbations in U and X. 
respectively. In the tables, j  = o corresponds to airfoil  surface vertex perturbation, j  = fc 
corresponds to distance-one verte.x perturbation. J = m corresponds to distance-two vertex 
perturbation. It is evident from the tables that the methodology used to evaluate the sensitivity 
of C'l to the conserved variable vector and the grid is very accurate. It is also important 
to validate the lift coefficient sensitivity to perturbations in a geometric design variable, f/^. 
Since for the entire mesh. AX = this validation can be performed by satisfying the 
following linearization: 
OUi 
OCL OX 
OX Oqk A</fc 
(C.22) 
Table C.I \'alidation of lift coefficient sensitivity to U 
Central node perturbation 
AC, 
-0.420506 D-O:} -0.4205260-03 
Distance-one perturbation 
AC, 
0.172S66D-04 0.1728480-04 
Distance-two perturbation 
A(r', a tj 
0.1177680-03 0.1177720-03 
Table C'."2 \'alidation of lift coefficient sensitivity to X 
Central node perturbation 
AC, 
-0.244009D-06 -0.244003 D-06 
Distance-one perturbation 
AC, 
0.2760760-07 0.2759400-07 
Distance-two perturbation 
AC, 
'X„ 
-0.762198D-08 -0.7621920-08 
The right hand side of the above equation is evaluated in two steps. The first step involves the 
perturbation of a design variable, qf^. Since perturbations in r/k causes the the airfoil surface to 
change, the grid sensitivity vector. given by Equation 4.26 is evaluated to accommodate 
for the grid adaption. It should be noted here that in evaluating the second set of terms in 
the above equation. U is kept a constant in the entire domain. Only the second step involves 
the perturbation of Uj corresponding to the first set of terms in the above equation. Table 
C.3 shows validation of Equation C.22 where the indices o. k. and m have the definitions as 
before. Similar analyses can be performed for the sensitivity of the drag coefficient but the 
results are not included in this paper. 
Table C.3 X'alidation of lift coefficient sensitivity to r/t 
Central node perturbation 
^CL RHSfAU,.Ar/fc) 
-0.241667D-02 -0.241651D-02 
Distance-one perturbation 
RHS(AUt.Af/i.) 
0.286869D-05 0.;i02S4:}D-0o 
Distance-two perturbation 
AC-, RHS(AU^.A</„J 
-0.240713D-02 -0.240697D-02 
Determination of Partials of Cm with respect to U and X 
The moment coefficient about the quarter chord is obtained by integrating the axial and 
normal forces on an airfoil surface and can be expressed in discretized term aa follows; 
R B 
1 = 1  1 = 1  
where. 
(C.2:}) 
(C.24) A>; = (>; - K./4). A-V, = (.V, - .v../,,) 
and (A;./4. K-/^) defines the position of the quarter chord. .\s before, recognizing the functional 
dependencies of the partials with respect to the conserved variable vector and the grid 
for an edge based loop is given by: 
dC\ 
c>U, E x -
OPB .  OVB. 
dC\ ( ^r/-t )' 
E I T 
dUfl. OVi, J 
OPB. OUB, 
+ 
B, OUI 
OUr, 
dn, 
(C.2o) 
+ Ei-
OPB. OVB. 
O^B, OU,, 
ov,_ 
O X j  
dUr, .  O X J  
A V ^  
Onu 
d X j  
^AV. c^AA": 
^ a. ^ n, 
"  O X J  O X J  
where 
£-1 = oc-  ^ r, - ^ A.v, 
OPB, OPB, 
(C.26) 
(C.27) 
In order to validate the sensitivity of the moment roetficient to combined conserved variable 
vector (Eq. C.2o) and the grid (Eq. C.26). the following linearization has to be satisfied: 
.:«S, 
J ^ 
Since is obtained from the pressure distribution on the airfoil surface, the index j in 
the above equation is directly <lependent on all the distance-one and -two neighbors due to 
reconstruction to all vertices on the airfoil surface. Table C shows comparisions ot the lett and 
right hand sides of Equation C.28 for perturbations in U and X simultaneously, (n the table, 
the indices o. k. and m have the definitions as before. It is evident from the tables that the 
methodology used to evaluate the sensitivity ofC',,,.^, to the con.served variable vector and the 
grid is accurate. 
Table C.4 X'alidation of moment coefficient sensitivitv to U and X 
Central node perturbation 
/1 RHS(AUo.AXj 
0.280137D-03 0.280115D-03 
Distance-one perturbation 
RHS(AU;..AXt) 
-0.479497D-0.5 -0.479ti84D-0.5 
Distance-two perturbation 
RHS(AU^.AX„J 
0.3262140-03 0.;r2614SD-03 
Airfoil Parameterization 
.\s discussed in Chapter 4, the transformation function rlC,') that will conformally map a 
circle in the comple.K i,' —plane to an airfoil in the r-plane is given by 
^ C 
r(C) = C - where, i," =//+ ae'^ (C.29) 
7^ 1 
Here, a is radius of the circle in the (."—plane, /x is the singularity that defines the center of the 
circle, and 0 is the polar angle in the plane. The shape coefficients. C, are obtained from 
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the binomial expansion as: 
K K 
C\ = 
r> 
C-i = 
2! 
K K 
4 ^ ^  ^ ft  i  11 
Z- ~ "'>T z-
1=1 j  =  l . j : p i  !  =  1 
^  A  ^  ^  ^  -  n  V -  -
2^ 2^ 2^ —J,— 2-s. 
_l=l J = I.J?tl /=I./=j^ri :=l j = l.j:^l 1 = 1 
I i { n  -  2 ] { n  -  I )  . . J  
'  K K K K 
E  E  Z  E  
1 = 1 j  = \ . j^i  l=[.l:^j^t m^{ 
n { n  -  I )  ^  ^  .  .  n { r i  -  ' 2 ) { n  —  i )  ^  ( r ?  —  : } ) ( "  —  2 ) ( h  —  I )  . ^  
2^ 2-
: = l  J  =  l . J ? : i  ' = l  
K K K 
H  E  Z  
: = 1 ; = 1.J5=1 l - l J : f i j X ,  
V. 4! 
Less than ten coefficients, f'.. in the Laurent series are requireci to obtain an airfoil '.vithoiit 
significant chanaies in it's contour. 
Method of Airfoil Construction 
The proceciure for constructing the airfoil can be enumerated as follows: 
1. Specify the trailing edge singularity, along the positive real axis. .^. in the i,-plane 
and the trailing edge angle r. 
2. Specify the center of the circle, i-i. in the t,"—plane and fiefine the circle that goes through 
the trailing edge singularity .The radius of the circle is then defined by a =\ ^/- — •. 
3. Choose i  = 1.2 (A' - 1) singularities. 0. in the i,'-plane which must lie within the 
circle and are defined in the transformation c(c,') where -^ = 0. 
4. In order to obtain a Laurent series expression for r((;"). the singularity must be 
obtained from the relation : 
K - i  
(C.;JO) 
l
Ca." = "CT -  ^C. 
1=1 
5. Obtain the shape coefficients C,. 
6. L'sing the function in Eq. (C.29). for 0 < ^ < 2-. and substituting into the 
transformation function, -(O- the airfoil in the c —plane can be obtained. 
I o 
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